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In this work, we determine states of electronic order of small-angle twisted bilayer graphene.
Ground states are determined for weak and strong couplings which are representatives for varying
distances of the twist-angle from its magic value. In the weak-coupling regime, charge density waves
emerge which break translational and C3-rotational symmetry. In the strong coupling-regime, we
find rotational and translational symmetry breaking Mott insulating states for all commensurate
moiré band fillings. Depending on the local occupation of superlattice sites hosting up to four
electrons, global spin-(ferromagnetic) and valley symmetries are also broken which may give rise to
a reduced Landau level degeneracy as observed in experiments for commensurate band fillings. The
formation of those particular electron orders is traced back to the important role of characteristic
non-local interactions which connect all localized states belonging to one hexagon formed by the
AB- and BA-stacked regions of the superlattice.
The temperature – gate voltage phase diagram of
twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) in the small-angle regime
is characterized by correlated insulator states as seen in
transport experiments [1–5]. Their regular pattern of
occurrences at commensurate fillings of the weakly dis-
persing moiré bands with bandwidths as small as 10meV
[6] indicates an enhanced role of interaction effects, in-
cluding strong-coupling Mott physics complemented by
other complex electron phenomena such as supercon-
ductivity [1–5], linear-in-temperature resistivity [5], cor-
related electron states observed in scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS) measurements [7–10], ferromagnetism and quan-
tum hall physics [11]. Though vast theoretical efforts
were made to model the electronic structure [12–19], as
well as to explain the superconducting pairing mechanism
[20–34] and the insulating states [15, 35–42], a compre-
hensive understanding of the insulating states for vari-
able carrier concentrations is lacking. This is obviously
important if one wants to identify the mechanism of su-
perconductivity in these systems.
Quantum oscillations reveal that the insulating states
differ in their Landau level degeneracy [1–4]. This in-
dicates the presence (or absence) of (global) symme-
tries which generate Kramer-like degeneracies of single-
particle states. By assuming the presence of a spin-
rotation and a valley symmetry, which is justified in the
limit of vanishing spin-orbit coupling [43] and small twist-
angles [15], this observation may be interpreted as fol-
lows: It implies for the insulator state at charge neutral-
ity (ν = 0) which is found to be 4-fold degenerate the
presence of both the spin and valley symmetry, for half
electron- or hole-filling (ν = ±1/2) which are two-fold
degenerate that either the spin or the valley symmetry
is broken, and for the band fillings ν = ±3/4 which are
single degenerate that both the spin and the valley sym-
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Figure 1. By tuning the twist-angle, twisted bilayer graphene
undergoes a transition from a weak- into a strong-coupling
regime as indicated by the ratio of potential to kinetic energy
scale β. The moiré bandwidth (red) represents the kinetic
energy scale whereas the amplitudes of the computed interac-
tion matrix elements (green), which are determined in Sec. I,
the potential energy scale. Their ratio (black) is strongly
enhanced when tuning the system towards the magic-angle
regime indicating a crossover from weak to strong couplings.
metry are absent [2–4]. Here, the band filling factors
ν = −1, 1 represent completely empty and completely
filled moiré bands, respectively.
In addition to transport experiments [1–5], which are
performed on samples identified with the so-calledmagic-
angle regime [6] hosting among others correlated insula-
tor states and superconductivity, STS and STM exper-
iments reveal correlated electron states for moiré band
fillings around the charge neutrality point (CNP) [7–10].
Here, interaction effects manifest themselves as a signif-
icant redistribution of the single-particle spectral weight
2which sets in at a critical amount of electron- or hole-
doping. Additionally, it is unanimously reported that the
correlated states break C3-rotational symmetry as seen in
spatially resolved charge distribution measurements [7–
10], and that this effect is largest at the CNP. These re-
sults are obtained for samples with moiré bandwidths sig-
nificantly larger than 10meV which may indicate a place-
ment of these samples in a close-to-magic-angle regime
where correlation effects are present yet with relative in-
teraction strengths significantly smaller than those rep-
resentative for the magic-angle regime.
This may be due to the fact that the magic-angle
regime is in general not determined by the twist-angle θ
but also by the interlayer coupling t⊥. The condition for
the magic-angle regime can be formulated in terms of the
dimensionless quantity α = t⊥
~vF kθ
with the Fermi velocity
vF and the relevant inverse length scale given by the dis-
tance between the Dirac points of the twisted graphene
systems in the reciprocal space kθ =
8π
3a sin(θ/2) with the
graphene lattice constant a. In the magic-angle regime,
the dimensionless quantity takes on the value αm ≈ 1/
√
3
[6]. Hence, the role of interaction effects, which are as-
sumed to be enhanced for small bandwidths, depends on
θ and t⊥ which may be different for different types of
experimental settings.
In the subsequent analysis, we find that the relative
strength of interaction effects in our model for TBG is
determined by the dimensionless ratio of interaction and
kinetic energy scales which is given by
β ≡ e
2
ǫLMΛ
(1)
with the electron charge e and the relative permittivity
ǫ determined by the substrate. Here, the moiré band-
width Λ = Λ(θ, t⊥), which is minimal in the magic-angle
regime, depends on the twist-angle and the interlayer
coupling, whereas the potential energy scale e2/ǫLM rep-
resents the strength of electron-electron interactions and
scales with the inverse of the characteristic length of the
superlattice LM =
4π
3 k
−1
θ . As Λ and LM scale differently
with the twist-angle, the system is expected to crossover
from a strong-coupling regime with β ≫ 1 identified with
the magic-angle regime to a weak-coupling regime with
β ≪ 1 identified with the close-to-magic-angle regime
by tuning the twist-angle (or equivalently the interlayer
coupling). An illustration of this expected crossover is
presented in Fig. 1.
In this work, we investigate possible electronic ground
states in the presence of Coulomb electron-electron in-
teraction as a function of the moiré band filling and the
twist-angle. We will distinguish between two parameter
regimes, a strong-coupling regime, β ≫ 1, representative
for angles in the vicinity of the magic-angle where in-
teraction effects dominate, and a weak-coupling regime,
β ≪ 1, where interaction effects are subordinate. As
outlined above, both regimes are likely to be realized in
experiments and deserve thorough investigation.
To this end we set up a single-particle continuum the-
ory for TBG as discussed in Refs. [6, 44] with super-
lattice translational T , crystalline point group D6, spin
SU(2), and valley conservation Uv(1) approximate sym-
metries [16]. Interaction effects are considered by em-
ploying a two-orbital model introduced in Refs. [12, 13]
where maximally localized Wannier functions centered at
the AB- and BA-stacked regions of the superlattice are
constructed from the moiré bands. Subsequently, inter-
action matrix elements between the Wannier states in the
direct, exchange and pair-hopping channel are computed
which are found to be highly non-local. By identifying
the relevant interaction processes, a minimal tight bind-
ing model of interacting moiré electrons is obtained even-
tually which forms the basis of the following analysis.
In the weak-coupling regime (β ≪ 1), our results,
which are obtained in an unrestricted mean field analysis,
reveal a formation of a stripe charge density wave order
with commensurate ordering vectors of half of the recip-
rocal lattice vectors of the moiré superlattice which break
translational T and C3-rotational symmetry. The charge
inhomogeneities form when the interaction strength and
the moiré band filling reach a certain critical threshold
which is determined by the usual criterion for the onset
of long-range orders in mean field theories. The line of
transition as function of relative interaction strength and
moiré band filling is depicted in Fig. 2. In fact, we find
no weak coupling instability which could be due to the
presence of a nesting condition or which could be con-
nected to the diverging density of states at the van Hove
points of the single-particle spectrum.
In the strong-coupling regime (β ≫ 1), we perform
an "infinite coupling" limit where we drop the kinetic
part of the theory and consider only interaction processes
which can be expressed in terms of density-density in-
teractions. This approach would be futile in the limit
of local Hubbard interactions. However, for the present
model, the important role of non-locality combined with
Figure 2. In the weak-coupling regime (β ≪ 1, bluish shaded
background), our ground state analysis reveals a formation of
a stripe charge density wave order which breaks the transla-
tional T and the C3-rotational symmetry of the lattice. The
line of the second order phase transition is represented by the
dashed line. In the strong-coupling regime (β ≫ 1, reddish
shaded background), we find three types of Mott insulating
ground states (green lines a, b, c) for all commensurate moiré
band fillings ν = 0,±1/4,±1/2,±3/4, which resemble the
stripe-type orders in the weak-coupling limit (a) but differ,
in part, by the absence of the spin SU(2) (c) as well as the
valley Uv(1) symmetry (b).
3the ferromagnetic and ferrovalley exchange interactions
distinguishing between spin and valley numbers allows us
to determine the nature of the ordered states even with-
out the kinetic energy contributions of the electrons. For
all commensurate band fillings ν = 0,±1/4,±1/2,±3/4,
we find Mott insulating ground states which break the
translational T and C3-rotational symmetry (ν = 0), as
well as the spin SU(2) (ν = ±1/4,±1/2,±3/4) and val-
ley Uv(1) symmetry (ν = ±1/4,±3/4). The results are
summarized in Fig. 2.
I. MICROSCOPIC MODEL
We first obtain the weakly dispersing moiré bands by
considering a continuum model [6, 44] where states near
the slightly twisted Dirac cones of the two graphene lay-
ers hybridize due to a finite inter-layer coupling. Because
of the large separation in momentum space, states near
non-equivalent cones, in the following labelled by the val-
ley quantum number ξ = ±, are assumed to be effectively
decoupled generating an emergent Uv(1) valley symme-
try.
The single-particle Hamiltonian for TBG expressed in
the two-layer graphene basis, φ = (φ
(1)
A , φ
(1)
B , φ
(2)
A , φ
(2)
B )
with the crystalline sublattice basis labelled by the in-
dices A and B, is written as [44]
HTBG =
∑
KK′σξ
φ†Kξσ
(
Hξ,θ/2−µ T (t⊥)
T †(t⊥) Hξ,−θ/2−µ
)
KK′
φK′ξσ,
(2)
where Hξ,ϕ denotes the Hamiltonian describing single
electrons in the single graphene layer near valley ξ which
is rotated by the angle ϕ and the chemical potential
µ. The interlayer coupling is described by the matrix
T (t⊥) which depends on the interlayer tunneling ampli-
tude t⊥. As parameters, we choose the Fermi veloc-
ity to vF~/a = 2.1354eV and the inter-layer tunneling
amplitudes, which discriminate between intra- and inter-
sublattice processes, to t⊥,AA = t⊥,BB = 79.7meV and
t⊥,AB = 97.5meV, to take lattice relaxation effects into
account following Ref. [13]. K denotes the crystal mo-
mentum in the single layer graphene Brillouin zone and σ
the electron spin. Subsequently, by diagonalizing Eq. (2)
and performing a back folding of the electronic states
into the moiré Brillouin zone, the effective Hamiltonian
describing the flat moiré bands is obtained by consider-
ing only the four narrow bands around charge neutrality.
It is given by
HM =
∑
λkσξ
(ǫλkξ−µ)ψ†λkξσψλkξσ (3)
with the dispersion relation ǫλkξ, and where the band
index λ ∈ {1, 2}, the spin index σ, the valley index
ξ and the crystal momentum k, which is element of
the moiré Brillouin zone, label the superlattice Bloch
states ψλkσξ. The bandwidth of the moiré bands, Λ ≡
max ǫλ=1 − min ǫλ=2 where λ = 1 (λ = 2) labels the
conduction (valence) band, is depicted as function of the
twist-angle in Fig. 1 with a magic-angle determined to
θm ≈ 1.08°, whereas a representation of the moiré band
structure for a particular twist-angle is found in the Ap-
pendix A1.
A. Construction of the Wannier basis
The Wannier basis is constructed by employing a two-
orbital model [13–15] where the localized Wannier func-
tions, though centered at the AB- and BA-stacked re-
gions of the superlattice, possess highest weight at the
AA-stacked regions. Despite the occurrence of a Wan-
nier obstruction, which renders certain exact symmetries
non-local [15, 16] and is resolved by incorporating auxil-
iary bands [17, 18] which add a vast number of degrees of
freedom, we assume that the relevant physics of our work
is captured by the two-orbital model. In particular, we
follow the approach outlined in Ref. [13] and construct
Wannier functions centered at the AB- and BA-stacked
regions by employing the method of maximally localized
Wannier functions [45, 46]. The Wannier states possess
a definite valley number whereas the associated Wannier
functions of different valleys are connected by complex
conjugation because of the presence of an effective time
reversal symmetry [13, 15]. Details about our construc-
tion of the Wannier basis are found in the Appendix A.
Eventually, we obtain orthogonal and exponentially lo-
calized Wannier states Ψiαξσ (r) located in the superlat-
tice unit cell i and centered at the α = AB,BA-stacked
regions of the superlattice as well as labelled by the val-
ley ξ and spin σ numbers. This set of states constitutes
the single-particle Wannier basis which gives rise to 8
states per superlattice unit cell. By considering generic
two-particle interactions between the Wannier states, the
effective tight-binding model describing interacting moiré
electrons is given by
H =
∑
abσ
(ta,b − µδab)c†aσcbσ
+ 12
∑
σσ′
∑
abcd
Uabcdc
†
aσc
†
bσ′ccσ′cdσ, (4)
where c
(†)
aσ annihilates (creates) an electron with spin σ
in the Wannier state a = (i, α, ξ). The transition ampli-
tudes tiαξ,i′α′ξ′ = δξξ′tiα,i′α′ , which are by construction
diagonal in the valley indices, are obtained by express-
ing the Hamiltonian Eq. (3) in the constructed Wannier
basis and reproduce the flat moiré bands in the recipro-
cal space as shown in the Appendix A1. The interaction
matrix elements Uabcd are determined in the subsequent
section.
4B. Interaction matrix elements
We compute the interaction matrix elements, which are
part of the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (4) describing two-
particle interactions between Wannier states, by using an
unscreened Coulomb kernel,
Uabcd =
e2
4πǫ
∫
rr′
Ψ†aσ (r) Ψ
†
bσ′ (r
′)Ψcσ′ (r
′)Ψdσ (r)
|r− r′| , (5)
with electron charge e and relative permittivity ǫ ≈ 7
for hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). We distinguish be-
tween density (a = d and b = c introducing U = Uabba),
exchange (a = c 6= b = d introducing J = Uabab) and
pair-hopping (a = b 6= c = d introducing X = Uaabb)
interaction processes. We also examined charge-bond in-
teraction matrix elements (a 6= d 6= b = c), but find
them at least one order of magnitude smaller than the
previously introduced matrix elements. These processes
are therefore safely neglected. Generally, we distinguish
between intravalley processes, where the valley indices in
a = (i, α, ξ) and b = (i′, α′, ξ) are identical, and inter-
valley processes, where the valley indices in a = (i, α, ξ)
and b = (i′, α′,−ξ) differ. The latter are labelled by the
subscript IV in the following. Note that the interac-
tion matrix elements in the density channel depend on
the absolute square of the single-particle wave functions
rendering the distinction between intra- and intervalley
processes obsolete as the wave functions of the different
valleys are connected by complex conjugation.
The results for the various interaction matrix elements
which are obtained in a numerical evaluation of Eq. (5)
Figure 3. Amplitudes of interaction matrix elements in units
of e2/ǫLM obtained for θ = 1.16° by evaluating Eq. (5). All in-
teraction processes which connect superlattice sites belonging
to one hexagon formed by the AB- and BA-stacked regions
of the superlattice are found to be relevant. Longer-distance
interactions are numerically small and therefore negligible.
Since the twist-angle dependence of the interaction matrix el-
ements is rather weak and approximately determined by the
superlattice length scale Uabcd ∝ L
−1
M
, the numerical values
are representative for both the strong- and the weak-coupling
regime.
are depicted for one particular twist-angle in Fig. 3. We
find that the amplitude of interaction matrix elements
drops with distance between interacting Wannier states
but remains significant for processes connecting all states
which belong to one hexagon formed by the AB- and BA-
stacked regions of the superlattice as depicted in the in-
set. This observation is traced back to the fact that the
shape of the Wannier functions is highly non-local with
substantial overlap of Wannier functions of neighboring
sites. In contrast, longer-distance interactions processes
are numerically smaller due to the absence of a direct
overlap of Wannier functions. This trend is further en-
hanced by screening effects which are present due to the
short distance of the TBG sample to the back gate which
can be of order of the superlattice unit cell. These inter-
action processes are therefore neglected in the subsequent
analysis.
Furthermore, we find that the dependence of the ma-
trix elements on the twist-angle is rather weak and de-
termined to leading order by the superlattice constant
Uabcd ∝ L−1M ∝ sin(θ/2) as depicted in Fig. 1 and dis-
cussed in detail in the Appendix A2. Apparently, as LM
is the characteristic length scale of the Wannier func-
tions, it also sets the characteristic length scale of the
interaction processes justifying the usage of β defined in
Eq. (1) for a range of twist-angles around the magic-angle
regime to characterize interaction effects. Additionally,
the effect of screening is investigated in more detail. As
the distance of the TBG sample to the metallic back gate
is determined by the thickness of the hBN layer, which
ranges between 10 . . . 30nm [1, 2], screening effects are
expected to be relevant for superlattice unit cell sizes of
order of this distance. E.g. in the vicinity of the magic-
angle regime, LM (θ=1.12°)≈ 13nm. To this end, the
interaction potential in Eq. (5) is replaced by a Yukawa-
type potential parametrized by a screening length which
is chosen to match the distance between TBG sample
and metallic back gate as discussed in the Appendix A2.
We find that screening alters the twist-angle dependence
of the interaction matrix elements where non-local inter-
action processes are more strongly suppressed for larger
LM than local interaction processes. These findings are
in agreement with results presented in Ref. [19] where the
effect of screening was investigated for a different type of
screening potential. However, up to an overall change of
the amplitudes, which can be compensated in a redefi-
nition of β, the quantitative changes of the ratio of the
various interaction elements are small for twist-angles in
the vicinity of the magic-angle and are found to not af-
fect the results of the subsequent analysis. This is traced
back to the fact that the predominant contribution to
the interaction matrix elements arises from the areas of
a direct overlap of Wannier functions where screening is
inefficient. Hence, the strength of interaction processes
is reasonably well specified by the parameter β and the
results for the interaction matrix elements which are de-
picted in Fig. 3 are representative for the weak- and the
strong-coupling regime.
5In general by inspecting the numerical values of ma-
trix elements depicted in Fig. 3, interactions are dom-
inated by the direct interaction processes. Since this
type of interaction is insensitive to local valley or spin
configurations, we expect that possible charge modula-
tions are determined by U . Though at least one order
smaller in amplitude but being sensitive to valley and
spin number, intra- and intervalley exchange processes J
and JIV , as well as intra- and intervalley pair-hopping X
and XIV processes are expected to be relevant. Due to
rapid phase fluctuations, intervalley processes are much
smaller. However, because of the coupling of otherwise
decoupled valley sectors, they are considered relevant to
determine the exact ground state. For both the intra- and
intervalley case, all matrix elements are found positive
J, JIV > 0 causing neighboring spin- and orbital-degrees
of freedom to align.
Concluding, the large hierarchy of amplitudes of inter-
action matrix elements,
U ≫ J > |X | ≫ JIV > |XIV |, (6)
is characteristic for small-angle TBG and will decisively
determine the nature of the electronic ground states dis-
cussed in the next section.
II. GROUND STATE ANALYSIS
The effective tight-binding model Eq. (4) with the rel-
evant interaction processes identified in the previous sec-
tion constitutes the basis for the subsequent ground state
analysis, which is two-fold: We first investigate a weak-
coupling regime where β ≪ 1, which is representative
for twist-angles of the close-to-magic angle regime, and
second conduct a strong coupling analysis where β ≫ 1,
which is representative for twist-angles in the vicinity of
the magic-angle. As the dependence of the interaction
matrix elements on the twist-angle is approximately de-
termined by the characteristic length of the superlattice
LM , we consider a fixed ratio between the various inter-
action matrix elements given in Fig. 3, which we consider
representative for both regimes, and use the dimension-
less quantity β to tune the effective strength of interac-
tions.
A. Weak-coupling regime
In this section, the effect of interactions with weak cou-
pling strengths, β ≪ 1, is investigated. To this end, we
conduct a mean field analysis to identify the electron
interaction channel which first develops an instability.
Here, it is not intended to identify the exact twist-angle
at which a transition occurs as it depends on many mi-
croscopic parameters which are beyond the scope of this
work. Instead, relevant for this discussion are the ratios
between the various interaction matrix elements which
were determined in the previous section and the dimen-
sionless quantity β which is considered a small tuning
parameter of the relative strength of interactions.
To ensure that our analysis is susceptible to various
kinds of electron instabilities, the mean field decoupling
of the interaction terms of Eq. (4) is conducted locally in
all possible channels. For a general interaction term, we
obtain
c†aσc
†
bσ′ccσ′cdσ ≈ 〈c†bσ′ccσ′〉c†aσcdσ + 〈c†aσcdσ〉c†bσ′ccσ′
− 〈c†aσccσ′〉c†bσ′cdσ − 〈c†aσccσ′〉c†bσ′cdσ + const.. (7)
This decoupling scheme gives rise to a quadratic single-
particle mean field Hamiltonian,
HMF =
∑
abσσ′
{(
tab − µδab
+
∑
cdσ′′
[
Uadcb〈c†dσ′′ccσ′′〉+ Ucabd〈c†cσ′′cdσ′′〉
])
δσσ′
−
∑
cd
[
Udacb〈c†dσ′ccσ〉+ Udbca〈c†dσ′ccσ〉
]}
c†aσcbσ′ , (8)
with the local mean fields 〈c†aσcbσ′〉 as variational pa-
rameters. Here, local correlations are straightforwardly
determined by employing standard numerical methods
such as the Lanczos algorithm [47]. The ground state is
eventually determined in a self-consistency procedure by
minimizing a ground state energy functional on a finite
lattice of 30×30 superlattice unit cells. Details to the nu-
merical computation scheme and a discussion of possible
competing electronic orders are found in the Appendix
B.
The interaction channel which first develops a long-
range order at an effective interaction strength of β &
0.04 is a stripe charge density wave which breaks trans-
lational T and C3-rotational symmetry while preserving
the spin SU(2) and valley U(1) symmetry. Here, the
local electron density is parametrized by
〈nˆiαξσ〉 = n8 +
∆Q
8N cos(Q ·Riα), (9)
where the order parameter is given by
∆Q =
∑
kαξσ
〈c†k+Qαξσckαξσ〉, (10)
with the electron density n = 1N
∑
iαξσ〈nˆiαξσ〉 and
the number of superlattice unit cells N , the parti-
cle number operator nˆiαξσ = c
†
iαξσciαξσ and the lattice
site vector Riα. Possible ordering vectors are Q ∈
{G1/2,G2/2, (G1 +G2)/2} with the two reciprocal su-
perlattice vectors G1 and G2. Its onset is determined
by a critical concentration of electrons or holes around
charge neutrality and is signaled by a significant distor-
tion of the single-particle spectrum as depicted Fig. 4:
For a large amount of electron- or hole-doping, no elec-
tronic symmetry breaking order develops (recall, we do
not probe for superconductivity) and the characteristic
6Figure 4. The mean local density of states as function of fre-
quency (x-axis) for various moiré band fillings (y-axis) for a
fixed twist-angle in the weak-coupling regime. The local den-
sity of states is averaged over all lattice sites and is given by
ρ(ǫ) = − 1
piN
∑
a,σ
ImGRaa,σσ(ǫ), where the retarded Green’s
function is obtained from the mean field Hamiltonian as given
in Eq. (B3) and N denotes the number of lattice sites. In
the normal state, the single-particle spectrum is characterized
by van Hove peaks as observable for high and low densities.
The onset of a stripe density wave order causes a significant
distortion of the single-particle spectrum, where the effect is
largest around half filling. A real space representation of the
stripe charge density wave order with ∆Q/n ≈ 0.126 is de-
picted in the inset where the hexagon’s vertices represent the
AB- and BA-stacked regions of the superlattice. The pur-
ple dot’s diameter scales with the local occupation of orbitals
∝
∑
ξσ
〈nˆiαξσ〉.
van Hove singularities as well as the linear dispersion re-
lation near charge neutrality in the density of states are
observed. When tuning the TBG system towards the
magic-angle, the lower (upper) critical band filling de-
creases (increases) and the parameter regime of the stripe
charge density wave order increases, as depicted in Fig. 2,
due to an increasing β.
A real space representation of of the charge density
wave order is depicted in the inset of Fig. 4. It is noted
that the corresponding real-space charge distribution, ac-
cessible, e.g., in STM measurements, differs qualitatively
because of the highly non-local shape of Wannier func-
tions with highest weight at the AA-stacked regions at
the center of the hexagons. The local charge distribution
would rather resemble a distorted version of the disor-
dered state breaking C3-rotational symmetry.
The observations are understood by setting up a cor-
responding mean field theory which is presented in the
Appendix C. As charge modulations are predominantly
determined by direct interaction processes with numer-
ically large interaction matrix elements, exchange and
pair-hopping processes are here neglected and the effec-
tive interaction in the corresponding channel is deter-
mined to
UCDW = Uon-site + UNN − 4UNNN − 3UNNNN, (11)
which may be negative for sufficiently large UNNN,
UNNNN and small Uon-site, UNN interaction matrix ele-
ments. This is made plausible by inspecting a possible
real space representation of the charge density wave order
depicted in the inset of Fig. 4: On mean field level, this
charge configuration minimizes interaction contributions
from NNN and NNNN direct interaction processes. In
particular for the numerical values of interaction matrix
elements determined in Sec. I B, UCDW/Uon-site ≈ −2.18
yielding an effective attractive interaction strength. This
finding is complemented by the result for the static
charge susceptibility with finite momentum transfer Q.
It is peaked for doping levels around the CNP with small
peaks at the van Hove points, but does not diverge due
to the absence of a nesting condition (see the Appendix
C for details). An onset of this order therefore requires
a finite, attractive interaction strength and follows the
qualitative illustration depicted in Fig. 2.
Our results have to be contrasted to other types of
charge density wave orders which rely on certain nesting
conditions between the van Hove points of the single-
particle spectrum and which were discussed, e.g., in
Refs. [20, 29, 35]. However, we do not find any evidence
for the presence of this kind of instability within our mod-
elling approach.
B. Strong-coupling regime
In the magic-angle regime, kinetic energy contributions
of electrons are expected to be much smaller than con-
tribution from interaction processes as β ≫ 1. To ana-
lyze possible electronic ground states, we therefore con-
sider density-density interaction processes only to obtain
an analytical tractable model. In this limit of "infinite
couplings", the Hamiltonian contains only contributions
from direct and exchange interaction processes and is
given by
HSC =
1
2
∑
σσ′
∑
ab∈7
(Uab − Jabδσσ′)(nˆaσ − 12 )(nˆbσ′ − 12 ), (12)
where nˆασ represents the local occupation number oper-
ator. As [HSC, nˆaσ] = 0, this approximation renders the
local occupation number a "good" quantum number and
the theory classical. Later, kinetic contribution may be
incorporated perturbatively in orders of ∼ t/U , which is
however not part of this work.
The representation Eq. (12) of this model is particle-
hole symmetric, i.e. invariant under nˆaσ ↔ 1−nˆaσ, which
allows us to study either hole or electron doping. As the
theory is classical, the electronic ground state is deter-
mined by minimizing the energy functional associated
with HSC with the local occupation numbers as varia-
tional parameters. The optimization problem is solved
by using the Monte Carlo-based simulated annealing al-
gorithm [48]. Details about the employed procedure to
7determine electronic ground states are given in the Ap-
pendix D.
For the commensurate band fillings ν =
0,±1/4,±1/2,±3/4, we find Mott-insulating ground
states which break different combinations of discrete
translational, spin and (or) valley symmetries. When
adding or removing electrons, i.e. away from these
commensurate fillings, we expect that the insulators
turn into conductors where single particles move in a
landscape of potential barriers generated by electrons
and holes constituting the nearest Mott state. The ob-
tained results for the ground state charge configurations
for commensurate moiré band fillings of the hole-doped
side are depicted in Fig. 5. Note that because the system
exhibits a spontaneous symmetry breaking, the depicted
configurations are only particular realizations out of
several possible ground states all characterized by the
same set of broken symmetries, respectively.
For moiré band fillings ν = 0,±1/4, we find stripe-type
orders which resemble our findings of the weak-coupling
approach with charge inhomogeneities described by or-
dering vectors given in Eq. (10). It indicates that this
particular density configuration minimizes the potential
energy costs generated by the dominant direct interac-
tion processes irrespective of kinetic energy contributions
which is in line with our previous finding that the for-
mation of density inhomogeneities in the weak coupling-
regime is not linked to features of the single-particle spec-
trum. For ν = ±1/2,±3/4, we find charge configurations
which maximize the distance between charges similar to
the principal of Wigner crystallization.
We conclude that the charge distribution is decisively
determined by direct interaction processes U which are
characterized by a significant coupling of all sites be-
longing to one hexagon of the superlattice. It is de-
termined solely by the ratio of direct interaction ma-
trix elements which was determined to (Uon-site : UNN :
UNNN :UNNNN)/Uon-site = (1:0.79:0.63:0.58), where the
exact numerical values matter as, e.g., simple ratios of
type (1 : 23 :
1
3 :
1
3 ), which are connected to the amount
of direct overlap of wannier functions, lead to differ-
ent results. Furthermore, since the local single-particle
states are either empty or occupied, the particular ground
state is required, unless occupied lattice sites are always
fully occupied, to additionally break the spin- and/or
the valley-symmetry. Since direct interaction processes
do not discriminate between spin and charge degrees-of-
freedom, the energetically most favorable configuration
is here determined by the exchange interactions. Their
matrix elements, for both the intra- and intervalley chan-
nel, are always found to be positive and therefore favor
an alignment of spins non-locally (because of intraval-
ley exchange) and locally (because of on-site intervalley
exchange). This results for ν = ±1/4,±3/4 in a conden-
sation of local degrees of freedom of partially occupied
sites in one particular spin and valley sector, whereas for
ν = ±1/2 in one particular spin sector.
Our findings have to be contrasted to similar strong
Figure 5. Obtained charge configurations representing the
electronic ground states in the strong-coupling regime which
exhibit Mott insulting behavior. The occupation number at
one particular lattice site, which hosts in total 4 electronic
states, is symbolically indicated as follows (arrows represent
spin up/down states, colors red/blue valley ξ = ± states):
4/4 occupation , 3/4 occupation which is
valley- and spin-polarized, 1/2 occupation which is
spin-polarized, 1/4 occupation which is valley- and
spin-polarized, else empty.
coupling approaches presented in Refs. [38, 40]. In
Ref. [40], the authors assume an averaged interaction
strength for all processes connecting the localized states
of one hexagon and also included processes beyond the
density channel. In Ref. [38], the ground state analysis
is conducted for direct interactions processes only with
a fixed ratio of interaction matrix elements connected
to the amount of direct overlap of neighboring Wannier
functions. As our results depend decisively on the dis-
tance dependence of interaction elements, our ground
states for commensurate band fillings ν = ±1/2,±3/4
differ.
III. CONCLUSION
In this work, we found a hierarchy of interaction pro-
cesses as specified in Eq. (6). Here, direct interaction
processes dominate followed by intra- and intervalley ex-
change interaction processes which are at least one or-
der in magnitude smaller but always positive. These in-
teraction processes are necessary to determine the elec-
tronic ground state unequivocally. Combined with the
distance dependence of the matrix elements which con-
nect, to leading order, all Wannier states which belong
to the same hexagon formed by the AB- and BA- stacked
8regions of the superlattice, these characteristics were
found decisive for the determination of possible electronic
ground states.
The most robust finding of our analysis, that occurs at
weak and strong coupling, is the emergence of a nematic
state that breaks the three-fold rotational symmetry of
the moiré lattice. The details of the related translational
symmetry breaking and of additional broken symmetries
depend then on the strength of the interactions and the
filling fractions. While critical fluctuations, not included
in our formalism, may render charge density waves,
spin, or valley order finite ranged, the discrete nematic
symmetry breaking should give rise to a sharp second-
order phase transition with a finite transition tempera-
ture. Even for a moderate symmetry-breaking substrate-
induced strain we expect a well-defined crossover temper-
ature.
In addition to the nematic state, we find an onset
of spin- and valley-polarized orders at strong couplings.
This effect is due to the non-local, positive intravalley
and intervalley exchange couplings suggesting modified
Hund’s rule, where first the spin and subsequently the
valley number is maximized when filling up superlattice
sites with electrons. We expect that this finding is con-
sistent with the degeneracy pattern of the Landau levels
of the insulating states observed in quantum oscillations.
However, it deserves a more thorough investigation of
this aspect to confirm this conclusion.
If the nematic order exist away from commensurate
band fillings, the reduced symmetry at Tc excludes more
complex superconducting order parameters, such as chi-
ral d + id or nematic d + id states. On the other hand,
the abundance of the nematic order in twisted bilayer
suggests that nematic fluctuations may be important in
inducing or amplifying superconductivity in these mate-
rials as, e.g., discussed in Refs. [29, 49, 50].
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Appendix A: Construction of maximally localized Wannier functions
The Wannier basis is constructed following the method of maximally localized Wannier functions [45, 46]. In the
case of twisted bilayer graphene, we follow the approach presented in Ref. [13] where the valley degrees of freedom
are assumed to fully decouple in the limit of small twist-angles. We expect that this approach is equivalent to other
two-orbital approaches [14, 15] which drop the requirements for a valley symmetry at first hand, but recover an
approximate valley symmetry later. As the constructed localized states possess a definite valley number, we drop the
(a) Wannier function of sublattice state α = BA.
(b) Wannier function of sublattice state α = AB.
Figure 6. Absolute amplitude of the constructed Wannier functions Ψiα =
∑
jγ
Φ
(j,γ)
iα for θ = 1.05° projected on the single-layer
graphene sites labelled by the graphene layer index j ∈ {1, 2} and the graphene crystalline sublattice index.
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valley ξ and the spin σ quantum numbers from the subsequent analysis while determining the wave functions for one
particular valley. The wave functions of the other valley are obtained by complex conjugation [13, 15].
Represented in real space as projections on the two graphene layers, the Bloch functions of the corresponding moiré
bands introduced in Eq. (3) are given by
ψλk (r) = ψ
(1,A)
λk (r) + ψ
(1,B)
λk (r) + ψ
(2,A)
λk (r) + ψ
(2,B)
λk (r), (A1)
with the crystal momentum k, which is element of the moiré Brillouin zone. The projection on the graphene layer
j ∈ {1, 2} and the graphene crystalline sublattice γ ∈ {A,B} is given by
ψ
(j,γ)
λk (r) = N
−1/2
∑
im
U
(λ)
jm (k)e
i(k+Gm)a
(j)
i φ(r− a(j)i − u(j)γ ), (A2)
where the unitary matrix U
(λ)
jm (k) connects the moiré Bloch state labelled by k and the moiré band index λ, and the
graphene tight-binding basis which is obtained by diagonalizing Eq. (2). Gm denotes a reciprocal superlattice vector,
whereas the Bravais lattice vector of the graphene layer j is represented by a
(j)
i and the crystalline basis vector by
u
(j)
γ . φ(r) represents graphene pz-orbitals localized at r = 0.
Within the method of maximally localized Wannier functions, Wannier functions are given by a linear superposition
of Bloch wave functions weighted by an exponential phase factor [45, 46]. Here, the Wannier function, which is located
in superlattice unit cell i and centered at the high symmetry points α ∈ {AB,BA} identified with the AB- and BA-
stacked regions of the superlattice, is given by
Ψiα (r) = N
−1/2
∑
λk
e−ikAiU (α)λk ψλk (r) (A3)
with the superlattice vector Ai. To obtain maximally localized Wannier function, the unitary matrix U (α)λk is chosen
such that the spread functional
g[U ] ≡
∫
ddrΨ∗iα (r) (r −Riα)2Ψiα (r) (A4)
is minimal. Here, Riα represents the coordinates of the Wannier function’s center located at the center of the AB- or
BA-stacked regions of the ith superlattice unit cell.
By following Ref. [13] in choosing the initial guess for U (α)λk , the optimal unitary matrix is obtained by employing
multidimensional optimization procedures. As an example, the obtained Wannier functions, which are checked to be
exponentially localized, for a twist-angle of θ = 1.05° and a particular valley, are depicted in Fig. 6 as projections
on the single layer graphene states obtained by rearranging Eqs. (A1)-(A3). Having established the single-particle
Wannier basis whose real-space representation is given by the Wannier functions centered at the corresponding high
symmetry points of the superlattice, the single-particle transition amplitudes and the interaction matrix elements of
the two-particle interaction processes between Wannier states are computed straightforwardly as discussed in the next
two subsections.
1. Single-particle transition amplitudes
The single-particle transition amplitudes, which enter the effective tight-binding model introduced in Eq. (4) and
which are by construction diagonal in valley and spin space, are computed by applying the inverse unitary trans-
formation determined previously to the free Hamiltonian specified in Eq. (3). Hence, hopping parameters are given
by
tiα,jβ = N
−1
∑
kλ
eik(Ai−Aj)U (α)†λk ǫλkU (β)λk (A5)
with the single-particle energy ǫλk.
We observe that the amplitude of transition amplitudes drops rather slowly with distance: To recover the weakly
dispersing moiré bands of the Hamiltonian introduced in Eq. (3), we have to take transition amplitudes between
orbitals with a spatial separation of more than 10 superlattice unit cells into account. The single-particle moiré
spectrum which is obtained by means of the determined transition amplitudes {tiα,jβ} is depicted in Fig. 7 and
matches the spectrum which was previously determined by employing the continuum model yielding Eq. (3).
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Figure 7. Single-particle moiré band spectrum which is obtained by diagonalizing the effective tight-binding model Eq. (4) for
a twist-angle θ = 1.05°. The dashed-black and red line depict the bands with valley number ξ = + and ξ = −, respectively.
2. Interaction matrix elements
The interaction matrix elements between Wannier states which enter the interacting tight-binding model introduced
in Eq. (4) are determined by evaluating the expression
U
(scr)
abcd =
∫
rr′
Ψ†aσ (r) Ψ
†
bσ′ (r
′)V(scr)(r− r′)Ψcσ′ (r′)Ψdσ (r) , (A6)
where the Wannier function Ψaσ(r) represents the single-particle wave function of the Wannier state a = (i, α, ξ) with
spin σ. The interaction potential is chosen first to an unscreened Coulomb potential V (r) = e
2
4πǫ
1
|r| . Second, the effect
of screening is investigated by considering a Yukawa-type potential Vscr(r) =
e2
4πǫ
e−|r|/ξscr
|r| which is parametrized by
the screening length ξscr. As the distance of the TBG sample to the metallic back gate is determined by the thickness
(a) Interaction matrix elements, Uon-site, UNN, UNNN, UNNNN,
JNN and XNN as function of twist-angle θ in units of e
2/ǫLM .
The other matrix elements, which are smaller and are not depicted
here, scale equilvalently.
(b) Ratio of screened and unscreend interaction matrix elements
U scri /Ui for Uon-site, UNN, UNNN and UNNNN as function of twist-
angle θ. The screening length is chosen to ξscr = 80 a ≈ 19.4nm.
Figure 8. Interaction matrix elements as function of the twist-angle and in the presence of screening due to a finite distance of
the TBG system to the metallic back gate.
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of the hBN layer, which ranges between 10 . . . 30nm [1, 2], screening effects are expected to be relevant for superlattice
unit cell sizes of order of this distance. The screening length is therefore chosen to ξscr = 80 a ≈ 19.4nm. The results
for the interaction matrix elements as function of the twist-angle and under the effect of screening, which summarize
our general findings, are depicted in Fig. 8. Our main finding is that the twist-angle dependence of the relative
strength of interactions is described, in leading order, by the dimensionless constant β = e
2
ǫLMΛ
where the changes
of the interaction matrix elements due to variations of the twist-angle is determined by the superlattice constant
LM ∝ 1/ sin(θ/2), and that the ratios between the various interactions elements given in Fig. 3 are representative for
a range of twist-angles near the magic-angle regime. Further changes due to twist-angle variations or screening effects
are subleading and do not affect the ground state analysis presented in Sec. II.
The twist-angle dependence of the interaction matrix elements is depicted in Fig. 8a. Their dependence is rather
weak when expressed in units of e2/ǫLM and can be safely neglected in the present work. The effect of screening on
the amplitude of interaction matrix elements is depicted in Fig. 8b. We observe an overall change in the amplitude
which generally reduces the strength of interactions effects. This effect can be compensated in a redefinition of β.
Furthermore, it is found that the amplitude of non-local interaction processes is stronger suppressed than for local
interaction processes which is as expected. However, as the neighboringWannier functions have still significant overlap,
this effect is found minor, at least for interaction processes which connect Wannier state belonging to one hexagon of
the superlattice which are found relevant for the present work. In particular, the interaction strength in the stripe
charge density wave channel is reduced from UCDW/Uon-site ≈ −2.18 to U scrCDW/U scron-site ≈ −1.58. Furthermore, the
ratio between local- to non-local processes changes from (Uon-site :UNN :UNNN :UNNNN)/Uon-site = (1:0.79:0.63:0.58)
to (U scron-site :U
scr
NN :U
scr
NNN :U
scr
NNNN)/U
scr
on-site = (1:0.77:0.52:0.46). However, it is found that the obtained results for the
weak and strong-coupling regime presented in Sec. II A and II B are robust against these changes.
Appendix B: Numerical ground state analysis in the weak-coupling regime
To identify the electronic ground state in the weak-coupling regime, a mean field analysis is conducted where all
relevant interaction terms are decoupled locally by introducing local mean fields yielding the mean field Hamiltonian
HMF introduced in Eq. (8). The local mean fields are variational parameters which have to be determined self-
consistently. The ground state is eventually obtained by minimizing an energy functional which derives from the mean
field Hamiltonian. The minimization procedures is conducted numerically on a finite lattice of 30 × 30 superlattice
unit cells to capture the rather slowly decaying transition amplitudes {tab}. Mutually independent mean fields are
introduced for a lattice of 6× 6 superlattice unit cells with imposed periodic boundary conditions to capture possible
electron orders which break translational symmetries. The algorithm to determine the electronic ground is presented
in the following.
1. Numerical procedure
The quadratic mean field Hamiltonian is given by (the spin index is dropped for the matter of representation)
HMF =
∑
ab
habc
†
acb, (B1)
where the matrix elements hab = hab[〈c†c〉] are given in the mean field Hamiltonian introduced in Eq. (8) and
contain the mean fields 〈c†acb〉. In the present problem, h = (hab) is a hermitian d × d matrix where d represents
the dimensionality of the Hilbert space, which is d = 7200 for the introduced finite lattice. The energy functional is
obtained as the thermal expectation value of the mean field Hamiltonian,
E[〈c†c〉] = Z−1tr[e−
HMF
kBT HMF] = 〈HMF〉, (B2)
which is evaluated in the zero temperature limit. For this, correlations of type 〈c†acb〉 have to be determined self-
consistently under the condition to minimize E.
To compute the mean fields for a given mean field configuration, we determine the single-particle Green’s function
G
R/A
ab (ω) =
[
ω − h[〈c†c〉]± i0+]−1
ab
(B3)
which is again connected to the mean fields by
〈c†acb〉 = i
∫ µ
−∞
dω
2π
[
GRab (ω)−GAab (ω)
]
. (B4)
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This self-consistent set of equations represents a certain gap equation which is susceptible to various electronic orders
whose commensurability is set by the boundary conditions.
In what follows, this gap equation is solved numerically. The determination of the inverse of a large matrix as
required in Eq. (B3) is very costly. To overcome this difficulty, we locally approximate the matrix inversion around a
certain state a employing the Lanczos algorithm [47]. This approximation procedure is applicable because h possesses
a local structure, i.e. state a is locally coupled to only a handful of other states b. The dimensionality of the Lanczos
space dL is therefore much smaller than the original Hilbert space dimensionality d≫ dL but still approximates the
Green’s function accurately. Good results are here obtained for dL = 50.
To approximate G
R/A
ab (ω), we construct the Lanczos space around an initial state a. The transformation is given by
a d×dL unitary matrix u with ui1 = δia such that h˜ = u†hu represents a tridiagonal hermitian matrix [51]. Because of
its tridiagonal form and its reduced rank, the propagator in the reduced Lanczos space is readily determined exactly
to G˜R/A(ω) = [ω − h˜± i0+]−1 and the single-particle Green’s function is eventually given by
G
R/A
ab (ω) ≈ [uG˜R/A(ω)u†]ab. (B5)
2. Numerical analysis
To solve the coupled equations (B3) and (B4), we employ an iterative scheme where we start with a randomized
initial mean field configuration and compute the resulting mean field configuration. This configuration serves as the
initial configuration for the subsequent computational step. This sequence is repeated a finite number of times until a
stable fixed point is reached. The energy associated with the state of the fixed point is found to minimize the energy
functional Eq. (B2) and the corresponding mean field configuration, therefore, characterizes the electronic ground
state of the system.
To determine the interaction channel, which first develops an instability, we steadily increase the effective interaction
strength β until a symmetry breaking electronic order develops. We find for β & 0.04 the symmetry breaking order
depicted in Fig. 9a. This stripe charge density wave order is specified by the order parameter given in Eq. (10).
To investigate the robustness of this result, we also analyze the stability of other electronic orders. For this, we
(a) Stripe order I (b) Stripe order II (c) Ferromagnetic stripe order II
(d) Double stripe order (e) Order with sublattice polarization,
see e.g. Ref. [13]
(f) Ferromagnetic order, see
e.g. Ref. [39, 41]
Figure 9. Various electronic orders, which differ in the set of broken discrete symmetries. The purple dots and the up/down-
arrow-pictograms represent the local densities and the spin polarizations as indicated in Fig. 4 and 5. The stability and the
associated energy of the depicted orders were checked explicitly to identify the true ground state.
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ǫ − ǫ0 inmeV β = 0.04 β = 0.06 β = 0.08 β = 0.1
band filling ν 0.6 0.55 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.6 0.55 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.6 0.55 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.6 0.55 0.5 0.45 0.4
Stripe order I - - - - - -3.21 -3.63 -4.36 -2.41 -2.06 -6.62 -7.72 -9.19 -6.03 -5.53 -9.36 -11.12 -14.56 -9.89 -9.04
Stripe order II - - - - - -0.23 -0.19 - 0.02 -0.69 -0.96 -1.07 -1.21 -1.81 -3.17 -1.78 -3.58 -3.91 -3.81 -6.30
Table I. Energy per superlattice unit cell ǫ of the stripe orders I and II depicted in Fig. 9 relative to the energy of the symmetry
unbroken state ǫ0 for various interaction strengths β and moiré band fillings ν.
restrict the gap equation Eq. (B4) to the order parameters of the orders depicted in Fig. 9, respectively, and investigate
their stability. Consequently, we compare their energies to identify the true ground state. The choice of the candidates
depicted in Fig. 9 is either motivated by our findings of the strong coupling regime Sec. II B, or by electronic orders
discussed in the literature (see the captions for details).
For the range of interaction strengths 0.1 ≥ β & 0.04, we find only two types of stripe charge density wave orders,
Figs. 9a and 9a, which are stable. Their energies relative to the symmetry unbroken state is given in Tab. I. The
remaining orders are not stable in this parameter regime. From these two orders, the stripe order type I is energetically
favoured and therefore represents the true electronic ground state. A detailed mean field theory of this order including
the critical interaction strength as a function of moiré band filling will be given in the next section.
Appendix C: Mean field theory of charge-density wave order
In what follows, a detailed mean field theory of the charge density wave order identified in Subsec. II A as the
true ground state of the weak-coupling regime is developed. The order breaks rotational and translational symmetry
specified by the order parameter ∆Q with the ordering vector Q given in Eq. (10), but preserves spin and valley
symmetry. Thus, only direct interaction channels including on-site, nearest neighbor- (NN), next-to-nearest neighbor-
(NNN) and next-to-next-to-nearest neighbor (NNNN) interactions as discussed in Subsec. I B contribute to a formation
of this particular order. To determine its onset, i.e. the critical interaction strength for a given moiré band filling
and temperature, two aspects have to be considered: The effective interaction strength in the charge density wave
channel UCDW and the corresponding static charge susceptibility χQ with finite momentum transfer. Both enter the
usual criterion for the onset of mean field orders (see e.g. Ref. [52]),
1 + [UCDWχQ(µ)]
∣∣
cr
= 0, (C1)
which determines the critical interaction strength. In the following, we will determine UCDW and evaluate χQ to
determine the critical effective interaction strength βcrit.
1. Mean field Hamiltonian
We start with the interaction part of the Hamiltonian Eq. (4) where only direct channels are considered,
Hint =
1
2
∑
ab
∑
σσ′
Uabc
†
aσcaσc
†
bσ′cbσ′ , (C2)
where a = (i, α, ξ) contains the superlattice unit cell index i, the superlattice basis index α ∈ {AB,BA}, the valley
index ξ ∈ {+,−}, and the spin index σ. To determine the effective interaction strength, Eq. (C2) is expressed in mo-
mentum space by using ckα = N
−1/2
∑
i e
iRikciα with the lattice vectorRi, where the valley and spin index is dropped
for convenience but restored if necessary. By using Uab =
∑
l Ul
∑
j δRa−Rb,A(l)j
where {A(l)j } denotes the set of space
vectors connecting the interacting lattice sites for the density interactions of type l ∈ {on-site,NN,NNN,NNNN}, we
obtain
H
(l)
int =
Ul
2N
∑
αβ
∑
q
γ
(l)
αβ(q)ρα(q)ρβ(−q), (C3)
where the density operator is given by ρα(q) =
∑
ξσ ραξσ(q) with ραξσ(q) =
∑
k c
†
k+qαξσckαξσ and the vertex function
γ
(l)
αβ(q) =
∑
j e
iA
(l)
j q, which obeys [γ
(l)
αβ(q)]
∗ = γ
(l)
βα(q) = γ
(l)
αβ(−q). For non-local interactions, the vertex functions are
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determined to
γ
(NN)
AB (q) = e
−iuABq(1 + eiqA1 + eiqA2), (C4a)
γ(NNN)αα (q) = 2{cos[qA1] + cos[qA2] + cos[q(A1 +A2)]}, (C4b)
γ
(NNNN)
AB (q) = e
−iuABq[eiq(A1+A2) + eiq(A1−A2) + e−iq(A1−A2)], (C4c)
with the Bravais lattice vector Ai and the basis vector uAB which connects the crystalline basis sites. For transferred
momenta Q ∈ {G1/2,G2/2, (G1 +G2) /2}, the interaction part reduces to
Hint =
1
NUon-site
[∑
αξ
ρα↑ξ(Q)ρα↓ξ(Q) +
∑
ασ
ρασ+(Q)ρασ−(Q)
]
+ 12N [UNN − 3UNNNN] ρA(Q)ρB(Q)− UNNN
∑
α
ρα(Q)ρα(Q), (C5)
where the on-site interaction entered with a constant vertex function. Due to the finite momentum transfer, we find
negative interaction amplitudes for direct interactions of NNN- and NNNN-type. This is traced back to the fact
that for a developed charge density wave order with ordering vector Q interaction contributions from these types
of interactions are minimized which can be inferred from the representation of a possible order depicted in Fig. 4.
Indeed, γ
(NNN)
αα (q) and γ
(NNNN)
AB (q) are minimal and negative for q = Q. Thus, matrix elements UNNN and UNNNN
favor the charge density wave order with ordering vector Q, whereas Uon-site and UNN act against it.
The mean field Hamiltonian is obtained by introducing mean fields 〈ρασξ(Q)〉 = ∆Q/8 and dropping constant terms
yielding
HMF = H0 +
∆Q
4N UCDW
∑
α
ρα(Q), (C6)
where H0 denotes the quadratic part of Eq. (4). The effective interaction strength in the charge density wave channel
is given by
UCDW = Uon-site + UNN − 4UNNN − 3UNNNN. (C7)
(a) (b)
Figure 10. (a) Charge susceptibility (black line) χQ(µ) and single-particle density of states (red line) ρ(ω) =
− 1
piN
∑
k
ImGR0 (ω,k)
∣
∣
µ=0
for a fixed temperature kBT ≈ 0.1Λ as a function of the doping level and the frequency, respec-
tively, for a twist-angle representative for the weak-coupling regime. (b) Critical interaction strength for a fixed temperature
as a function of the moiré band filling.
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2. Critical interaction strength
Besides the effective interaction strength UCDW, the criterion Eq. (C1), which determines the onset of the density
wave order, is determined by the respective charge susceptibility χQ with finite momentum and zero frequency transfer.
By means of standard methods (see e.g. Ref. [52]), it is determined to
χQ(µ) = − i
4N
∑
k
∫
dω
2π
f(ω − µ)trαξσ
[
V GR0,k(ω)V G
R
0,k+Q(ω)− V GA0,k(ω)V GA0,k+Q(ω)
]
, (C8)
where the free electronic Green’s function is given by
GR0,αβ(ω,k) =
(
[ω − h0(k) + i0+]−1
)
αβ
, (C9)
with h0 obtained from the quadratic part of Eq. (4) by Fourier transform being diagonal in spin and valley space, the
vertex part Vαβ = δαβ and the Fermi function f(ω) = [e
ω/kBT +1]−1. χQ is evaluated numerically and is determined
as function of the doping level µ as depicted in Fig. 10a.
The charge susceptibility χQ is slightly peaked at the positions of the van Hove points but does not diverge for any
doping level because of the absence of a nesting condition connected with the momentum transfer Q. Although the
density of states vanishes at the CNP, substantial weight of the susceptibility is also observed at the CNP because
of the finite momentum transfer. By revisiting the condition for the onset of the mean field order Eq. (C1), we
deduce that there is a finite, attractive critical interaction strength for a given temperature and chemical potential
(or moiré band filling). This finding is made more explicit by rearranging the criterion Eq. (C1) to determine the
critical interaction strength at which the order develops. βcrit is plotted as function of moiré band filling ν in Fig. 10b.
Additionally, we determine the order parameter ∆Q defined in Eq. (10) for a fixed temperature as a function of β by
solving the gap equation Eq. (B4), but now for the mean field Hamiltonian of the stripe charge density wave given in
Eq. (C6). The numerical evaluation of the gap equation is conducted in reciprocal space, which is much more efficient
and allows for higher resolved results. The results are depicted in Fig. 11. We observe that the amplitude of the order
parameter deep in the symmetry broken phase is largest for half-filling, whereas βcrit is smallest for the moiré band
filling ν ≈ 0.63 in the vicinity of the van Hove peaks of the single-particle spectrum which is inline with the results
for βcrit shown in Fig. 10b.
Hence, for a finite attractive interaction in the charge density wave channel UCDW < 0 whose critical value is
determined by Eq. (C1), an onset of the charge density wave order is expected. The amplitude of the order parameter
is expected to be largest for doping levels around charge neutrality with lowest critical interaction strengths near the
von Hove points of the single-particle spectrum as depicted in Fig. 2.
Figure 11. Order parameter ∆Q of the striped charge density wave for a fixed temperature kBT ≈ 0.1Λ as a function of the
effective coupling strength β.
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Appendix D: Strong coupling analysis
In the strong coupling regime, we consider the Hamiltonian HSC specified in Eq. (12). As [HSC, nˆaσ] = 0, the
local densities represent conserved quantities rendering the model a classical model which can be solved by employing
classical methods. Hence, the partition function is given by
Z =
N∏
i=1
( 1∑
ni=0
)
e
−
ESC[n]
kBT (D1)
where N specifies the total number of sites which are labelled by i = {a, σ} and ni ∈ {0, 1} the local occupation
number. The energy associated with the state n = {n1, . . . , nN} is given by
ESC[n] =
1
2
∑
σσ′
∑
ab∈7
(Uab − Jabδσσ′ )(naσ − 12 )(nbσ′ − 12 ). (D2)
Accordingly, thermal expectation values are given by 〈Oˆ〉 = Z−1∏Ni=1 (∑1ni=0
)
One
−
ESC[n]
kBT , where On is the value of
the observable for a particular state specified by the configuration n.
In what follows, we are interested in the ground state configuration nGS which minimizes the energy functional
ESC[n], i.e.
ESC[nGS] ≡ min
n
ESC[n], (D3)
such that 〈HSC〉|T→0 = ESC[nGS]. To determine nGS, we employ the simulated annealing algorithm [48]. It is a
Monte Carlo-based optimization algorithm which is suited for high-dimensional problems and which effectively scans
the available state space. This method is standard and can be found, e.g., in Ref. [53]. Our results for nGS for various
commensurate moiré band fillings are depicted in Fig. 5.
